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1
Shanghai Computer 

Industry Association                                                   

Founded in May 1988, shanghai Computer Industry Association is a non-profit social 

organization. The purpose of the association is: to serve enterprises, standardize the 

industry, develop the industry, provide services for members, safeguard the legitimate 

rights and interests of members, work in accordance with the principle of "fair, fair and 

open", ensure fair competition in the industry, play a bridge and coordination role 

between the government and enterprises and institutions. Association over the years 

was named the Shanghai Advanced Industry Association, by the Shanghai Association 

Bureau for the evaluation of 4A-class community organizations.

In recent years, the Association has made full use of the advantages of the industry 

platform, in view of the new situation and characteristics of the development of the 

computer industry, in carrying out job title evaluation, undertaking judicial appraisal, 

focusing on industrial rights protection and other aspects of innovation has opened up 

a series of brand services, in order to promote the healthy development of the city's 

computer industry has played a positive role. 

Strengthen cooperation and exchanges 

with foreign associations, exchange 

information, learn from each other and 

develop together

2
SHINE 

OPTO(SUZHOU)CO.,LTD

Founded in 2008, the company moved to Suzhou, a paradise on earth and a city of 

Chinese gardens, in 2015.Now it has 8,000 square meters of factory buildings and dust-

free workshops, with strong technical force, 6 automatic production lines and a 

monthly production capacity of 100,000 units. It has passed the ISO9001:2015 

ISO14001:2015  system certification.

Communicate with local enterprises, 

visit factories and get new customers 

who need LED Street Light&Floor light

Add: No.10, HengWei Road,Beiqiao Town, 

Xiangcheng District, Suzhou, Jiangsu, China

Tel:+86-512-65807209  65807206

Fax:+86-512-65807205  Skype:auroralled

WeChat&Whatsapp&Mob:+86-18912780899

Http://www.shineopto.com

Email:sales@optoshine.com

3 Forth Semi.Co,Ltd.

ForthSemi ( Forth Semi Co., Ltd), the manufacturer of LED lighting products and R&D 

center, was established in 2010. ForthSemi is a prominent Hi-tech company aiming at 

LED lighting research, manufacturer and application. The products of ForthSemi include 

intelligent spectrum, professional exhibition display lighting, grow lighting and internet 

terminal lighting, etc. ForthSemi hold more than 30 inventions in the semiconductor 

technology, LED lighting and other fields, and won two innovation award in the past 

years.

Our in-house facilities allow us to specialize in the design, mechanical implementation, 

and production involved in the manufacturing process. We provide the complete set of 

certificates as TUV, CE, RoHS, FCC, etc., and additionally offer a full selection of 

supportive parts which are also certified.

We’ve grown from small manufacturing to a full range R&D center and now we are 

committed to providing our customers with high quality products and services and 

ensure that we offer you appropriate products which fit your needs and help your 

businesses. Our customers are involved with uses of LED lighting for 

electrical/electronic manufacturing, wholesale, retail, sports goods, hospitality industry, 

architecture and construction, etc.

Communicate with local enterprises, 

visit factories and get new customers 

who need commerical light & indoor 

light

Address: 3F Area A, 37th Building, No. 258 

Xinzhuan Rd., Caohejing Development Zone, 

Songjiang Hi-Tech Park, Shanghai, China, 

201612

Telephone: +86-21-57632747

Fax: +86-21-37820450

Company website：www.forthsemi.com

E-mail：

info@forthsemi.com

zhihualee@forthsemi.com



4
Rhyme LED Light (China) 

Co.,Limited

Rhyme LED Light (China) Co.,Limited. is a high-tec company that integrates R&D, design, 

manufacture, sales, after sales of LED lighting, lighting design and control system 

consultant service. Headquarter locates in Wuzhong Economic Development Zone, 

Suzhou city, China.Our company started with the mission to promote the usage of LED 

lighting, practicing the business philosophy: integrity, professionalism, innovation and 

leadership, and customers, employees, shareholders. Advocates enterprise technology 

and international synchronization, based on product application, focus on technology 

innovation and development of differentiation. Our company already has a number of 

patented products, and passed TUV ISO9001: 2008 quality system certification, 

products passed CE, Rohs, FCC, CB, DLC, NOM and CCC certification and many other 

certifications.Our company is committed to designing and producing commercial 

lighting and industrial lighting, supporting intelligent control system, giving customers 

the best solutions. Products are widely used: the factory floor, office lighting, hotels, 

shopping malls, hospitals, parks and plazas and urban landscapes and etc. Products are 

mainly sold to Western Europe, North America and South America, and etc., well-

received in domestic and overseas.Our company adhering to "quality-oriented, 

technology-first", as always, to provide customers with unique and competitive 

products and services.

Communicate with local enterprises, 

visit factories and get new customers 

who need smart witch 

Address: No. 81, Xingwu Road, Wuzhong 

Economic Development Zone, Wuzhong 

Dist., Suzhou, Jiangsu, China

Telephone: +86-512-68360975

Company website：www.rhymeledlight.com

E-mail：jason@rhymeledlight.com

5
Boocca Lighting( 

Shanghai) Co., Ltd 

Boocca Lighting Shanghai  Co., Ltd which is established by British BOOCCA company 

according to the demestic design; conception of combination and innovation and the 

advanced technology. We are a diversified company integates research and 

development, manufacture, sales at home and abroad, guidance and installation, 

debugging and maintenace into a whole.

Our products provide precise and reliable measurement for most companies, and it 

saves large expense of running, installation and maintenance, it creates both economic 

benefits and social benefits, especially in these industry, such as : Metallurgy, Electric 

Power, Petrification, Food, Chemical Fertilizer, Bearing and Painting, Baosteel, 

Shougang Group, Wisco, Pangang Group, Hanggang Group, Megang Group and other 

metallurgy industry.

Communicate with local enterprises, 

visit factories and get new customers 

who need led high bay light/flood 

light/street light 

Telephone：86-21-58543235

Email：export@boocca.com

6

Chief Lighting 

Technology Shanghai 

CO.,LTD

Chief Lighting Technology Shanghai CO.,LTD was established in 2011, which is located in 

No.258, Hengyong Road, Jindi Weixin Smart Park ,Jia Ding District. The company has 

always been committed to professional and high quality LED lighting products and R&D 

of control system. We are an intelligent LED lighting supplier collecting planning 

,creative design, holographic digital contents making,construction and others with all-

around, high technology and new cross-board integration.

Communicate with local enterprises, 

visit factories and get new customers 

who need led lanscape light/ school 

light.

Address: Jindiwei Xinzhi Garden, Lane 258, 

Yinlong Road, Waigang Town, Jiading District, 

Shanghai

Telephone: +86 21 61763333

Company websitewww. chli-cn. com

E-mail：chli@chli-cn. com



7
Supply Chain 

Management Co., Ltd

The yihui supply chain was established by the joint investment of the Mongolian 

Federation and the professional team. Carrying the profound industry mission and 

dream of Chinese food and beverage people, the Group, relying on Internet technology, 

has built a brand and supply chain service platform for the upstream and downstream 

of the industrial chain, including source supply chain B2B procurement, food/food 

research and development, restaurant brand investment and chain management, 

network media, etc.

8 ShangHai Kingiot Co.Ltd

Kinglong IOT is a leading hi-tech company. We focus on AIOT businesses and services.

Our vision is to "provide excellent AIOT products and services to the world". Our 

products include face recognition & temperature measuring machine，kinds of IOT 

sensors, RFID and NFC products, etc.

1, hope to export face recognition 

temperature all-in-one machine and 

Internet of Things sensors to Europe. 

2, want to understand the need to 

enter China's Internet of Things 

products, to establish cooperative 

relations.

General Manager: Yun Zhou

13901745335     

http://kinglongiot.com; 

mail: kinglong@kinglongiot.com

9

Shanghai Zhida 

Technology 

Development Co., Ltd.

New energy vehicle AC charging equipment, to meet the European standard, the United 

States standard technical requirements, applied to new energy vehicles and automotive 

after-sales components 

1, look forward to working with new 

energy automotive industry enterprises 

to establish business cooperation. For 

example, car factories, car dealers, etc

2, look forward to working with auto 

parts dealers to establish business 

cooperation

3, look forward to working with 

electronics dealers to establish 

business cooperation

General Manager:Zhenyu Ding

10
Shanghai Triplus M&E 

Co., Ltd.

Shanghai Triplus M&E Co., Ltd., is  a technical total-solution and consulting company. 

We provide Machinery&Electronic Products，New Energy equipment, Automation 

Systems, Machinery tools and Condition Monitoring Systems. 

We could provide Planning,Investigation,Design,Consultancy,Supervision for 

Turbine, Hydropower,Renewable energy.

We also have business in Offshore, Railway, Waste-water, Environmental 

engineering,Urban construction.

With support from our partners, It is also possible to do EPC project.

Our headquarter is in Shanghai, and we have built one well-running sales network 

together with our offices in North and South of China .We also have company in 

Hongkong。

 In the future,We would like to have more partners to do legitimate, fair, responsible 

business together

General Manager:Mr. Lu

邮箱：ouhon@ouhon.com

网址：www.ouhon.com



11
Bright Food (Group) Co., 

Ltd.

Bright Food (Group) Co., Ltd. is one of the largest of Food Import & Export Group in 

China, integrating modern agriculture, food processing and manufacturing, food 

distribution as a whole. The company owns the assets of 45.8 billion yuan and the scale 

of sales revenue was up to 76 billion yuan in 2009.

Import
Manager: Mr. Tom Tang

Mail: sailofshanghai2017@163.com

12
Shanghai Jinlong Trading 

Co., Ltd
Food importers 

Hu Xinliang

13916058958

13

Shanghai Wings 

International Trading 

Co., Ltd.

Shanghai Wings International Trading Co., Ltd. is engaged mainly in apparel, toys, daily 

necessities, jewelry import and export business. The product sales to the Europe, 

America and East Asia. Company actively explore new ways to expand trade. Company 

is in the process of registration of its own international brands. With independently 

design and innovation, it strive to make traditional trade products much more attractive 

and make the export amount much more bigger.

Import
Tel：+86-021-64956266

Email：lucy@century-trade.com.cn



14

Shanghai Dingsheng 

packaging products Co., 

Ltd.

Engaged in import & export business Import
GM: Lin Xiaoming

Tel: 15951138799


